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Analysing Back-Pressure based
Routing Algorithms
Routing algorithms decide on routes based on metrics determined by the algo-
rithm itself or given by network operators. Different commonly known protocols
are used in large scale networks such as RIP, OSPF, or BGP. Dynamic routing
protocols can use metrics to determine a path including for example path length,
reliabily, bandwidth, policies, . . .
For this thesis, the focus lies on Back-Pressure Routing (BPR) [1] and Back-
Pressure based routing. BPR aims to optimize network throughput by consid-
ering the occupancy of network interface queues. Reducing the queue backlog
often comes with a lower packet delay and an overall increased throughput. One
drawback of BPR is, that only considering queue occupancy values can lead to
unnecessary long paths and therefore increased resource use leading to lower
throughput. Different approaches exist that address this drawback such as [2].

Motivation

Choose and design suitable network topologies (e.g. ring, grids, ...)

Choose topologies suitable for edge case analyses

Choose suitable traffic patterns

Simulate different combinations of scenarios, routing algorithms, and topolo-
gies

Conduct measurements of combinations

Evaluate performance of the evaluated routing algorithms

Your Task

Basic knowledge of routing principles and computer networks

Experience using Linux

Developing software in Python3

Interest in computer networks

Requirements
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